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ABSTRACT 

i’he Los Alamos xeutron Scat.t.er-ing Center (LAKSW) is a new high intensity 

pu3 sed spa1 lntion neutron source for research in the structure. and dynamics 

of condense[I mat I-er Wi.tlt first operation in 1965, LANSCE is expected to 

produce the world!s highest peak thermal flux of 1 .7 X 10 16 
nicm2-set by 

19W7. A kscription of the T.AKSCE: facility and source characteristics is 

presented. Some experimental highlights of research at the low intensity 

(peak thermal flux of 6 X 10 
3 3 

n;cm2-set) WNR predecessor to LANSCE are 

descr i Iwd which i 1 lustrate the scienti fit potential and instrumentation of 

LANSCE Put.ure plans for the LANSCE facility and research program are 

discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION: 

l’he ?,os Alamos Nt?utrnn Scattering Center (LANSCE), which is just 

beginning operation at the Los Alamos Nat.ional Laboratory, is a pulsed 

spa 1 Iiitiori neutr011 sc,llrce for rt?St?ill‘Clt in conrlensfd matter science (SOlid 
. 

state physics, chemistry, mat.erials science, and, biology). ’ The peak 

thermal flus of LA&CE is expected to reach 1 .7 X 10 
16 

n/cm2 -set by 1987. 

This is a fat t.or of for1.y .itlcreasc: bepond present pul ssd source capabil- 

! ties in t.!lo Ct-1 i ted States. It will be competitive with the new Spal.lation 

Will-rr)n Source beginning operation at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in 

t hti I:il i 1. rd I< i ;.tgdont Rasttd at t.he world’s highest current proton acceler- 

ator ‘ the Los Ali~lllu% N~?:;on Physics Faci li t,y (IANW 1 , LAN%:6 has the 

j.!~‘,tr’ii t_ in 1 for significant further upgrades at a small fraction of the costs 

for COIIS(.IYI(: t ilig a new facility of comparable capability. This can keep 

:he c. S. at_ the forcf~-uil: of pulsed neutron scattering research through the 

remainder of’ this century. The accelerator, instrument.at.ion. and research 
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experience developed at LAXSCE should also lead to a proposai for a nest-- 

generat ion2 neutron source (peak thermal fiux of 10 
17 

--lO’8 il:,:m2-,t?,) fo; 

condensed matter research in the 23 st century. 

This paper describes the characteristics of the LAXSCE facility, 

Neutron scattering research high1 ights are presented from the past t.hret: 

years of operation of the low intensity !peak thermal flux of G X IO 
1 3 

n/cm2-set) Weapons Neutron Research (WNR) predecessor to LANSCE;, with 9 

discussion of implications for LANSCE research. Long range plans are 

described for LANSCE facility development. instrumentation, and research 

programs. 

II. LANSCE FACILITY DESCRIPTION: 

Pulsed neutron scattering research began at Los Alamos in 1977 with 
n 

the first operation of the Weapons Neutron Research (WNR) facility.J LAMPF 

produces protons at 120 Hz in “macropulses” of approximately 750 bsecs 

pulse width. The requirement for short pulse widths for timp-of-flight 

neutron scattering allowed only a small fraction of’ eat:I! m;-1cropulstt to be 

used. The characteristics of the WNR facility were 3.5 ~JA time average 

proton current, 120 Hz repet.ition rate, 5 usecs proton y111sr width, and 8 S 

opt imiil pulsed 

ion rate was too 

1Ol3 n/cm2-set peak thermal neutron flux, Compared rvi t.11 an 

neutron source, the proton current was too low, t.he repeti t 

high, and the proton pulse width was too long. In add it. :i an 

to be split between neutron scattering and the other compet 

, beam 1: ime had 

i 118 uses of the 

WNR facility for nuclear physics, neutrinos, and defense programs. Never- 

theless, the operation of the WNR facility from 1978 to 1984 provided 

valuable experience in pulsed neutron scattering research, to ix descriisc>(: 

later in this report. 

The WNR also led to the development. of the world class LANSCE facility 

which is beginning operation in 1985. The Los Alamos Neatron Scattering 

Center, LANSCE, is the name given ‘to the materials science research program 

at the facility created by the combination of the WNR facility with a neti 

$22M Proton Storage Ring (PSR).4 which acts as a pulse compressor’ of LAMPS- 

macropulses. By compressing one in ten of every macropulse, a much inI-- 

proved pulsed neutron source is created with 100 UA time average proton 

current, 12 Hz repetition rate, 0.27 user: proton pulse width and 1.7 x 10 
16 

n/cm2--set peak thermal flux. The PSR first accept.ed proton beam on April 

26, 1985, and the testing of this facility js proceeding on schedule with 

the design characteristics expected to be reached in October., 1986. The 

upgrade of the facility includes a proton beam multip.lrxing scheme and the 

construction of new target areas to al low simult.aneous use by the i’c~ur 

major research programs in neutron scattering. nuclear physics, neutrinos. 
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and defense. The neutron scattering target./motit?ratnt. ij:;s;Cmhly it; al HO 

being rebuilt to improve shielding t.o handle the mrich hiH;her proton cur’-- 

rent, increase the number of possible flight pat.hs to 17? and irlstal 1 a 

20 K H2 moderator for long wavelength neutron experiments. The new LANSCE 

facility is approximately a two orders of magnitude ‘improvement over the 

WNR facility which preceeded it. 

III. NEUTRON SCATTERING RESEARCH RESULTS FROM THE WNR: 

This section reviews some highlights of condensed mat.ter research and 

instrument development during the operation of the low intensity WNR 

facility. This will illustrate the characteristics of time of flight. 

instrumentation and some of the possible research areas with t.he new LAESCE 

facility. Prototype neutron scattering instruments first. hecame opera-- 

tional at the WNR in 1981, so the results discussed below were obtained in 

the three-year period from 1983. to 1984. Unfortunately, for marty of ,thtr 

experiments in the 1984 run cycle, the data analysis is not yet complete OI 

the papers have not yet been accepted for publication. Thc:l’c?f ore , , many 

interesting results from the WNR could not be included in this review. 

Of course, the increase of 300 in peak neut.ron flux made possible by 

the PSR should open up qualitatively new research areas, such as the study 

of dispersive elementary excitations (e.g., phonons and magnons ) at. 11 i ~11 

energy transfers. Similarly., the factor of ten lower repetition rate and 

the installation of a cold H, moderator should make possible esperimerrts 

ts ot??y d yiimps6. 
c 

with long wavelength neutrons. so ‘i-he foi 

into the future of LANSCE. 

Single Crystal Diffraction 

Fig. 1 shows a schematic drawing of the Single Cryst.al Diffl,nct.om~~t.f~?r. 

(SCD) at the WNR facility. A white beam of neutrons trav~fls 7. 3 nt f ram the 

moderator to .the sample mounted on a displex ref’rigeral-or. ancl then B~:VQ: 

scatters into a 
3 
He multiwire position sensitive neutron tdeI.ec I:or. Data 

are recorded in a three dimensional hist.ogramming memory corresponding to S 

and Y on the detector and the tot.a.l time--of-f 1 i&t.. Th i s a: lows the 

scattering angles and wavelengths to be reconstructed. The instrument may 

be thought of as a wavelength resolved Laue camera. The sample is mounted 

on a two-axis (0 and @ drive) goniometer . WhiCll is stiff .ivjent I (? :‘cJ\‘f:!’ ‘t.ilt? 

majority of the reciprocal space sphere. 

The SCD was used to determine the hydrogen posi t.ions in the first 

example 
5 

of’ molecular hydrogen reversibly bol~ntl to t.he cent.ra I nwt.aI of Rli 

organometallic trfinsi t.ion metal complex. Fig. 2 bllOWS thf? Cl>‘:‘P ~It.OlliS ciF 

W( CO) (P-.Pri)21ri2-1i2) wht~rtt tlttb f:~ vt-lt:d P represents 
3 

it yhc6!111 i rlci 1 i ::-;?l;tl 
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Powder and Liquids Diffraction 

A large number of powder diffraction studies have been conducted at 

the Ir;SR us5.ng the Rietveld powder profile refinement method. One should 

not-e that good resolut.ion at high d-spacing is a major advantage of time- 

of-f! ight dj ffraction. Most of the research has involved actinide 

c0ml)OWldS which arc? inljxJI’t.aIlt to the! Lahri?t.Or‘y ’ s ilpjJ j icd programs or to 

basic research on f-electron phenomena, 

Fig. 4 shorss the room temperature str!ir:tlrre of RaPu03 determined’ 

using’ t.he Neutron Powder Diffractometer on a 10 m flight path :3i the Wh’R. 

GaFu03 is an important mat.eria1 in the technology of nuclear waste recov- 

this comj~ound suggested that it W-:;IS par.a~tta.g-netif.‘ down to 4.2 K. Reactor 

neutron pomic?l~ rlif‘f;tnr! ii)11 studies laf:et, siq:ct?s t.ed an antift?rrclnlalSnetic 
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for studies of 

of the very hi.&1 

low scattering 

angles to achieve a desired momentum transfer Q greatly reduces the 

inelasticity. or P.laczc!k, cor*i~ect.ions required to convert. a cross section 

to a strlic~tllrr-! factor. In practice, such corrections introduce unwanted 

model. dependent. assnmpt ions into the dat.a analysis. The: high energies also 

allow one to reach very large Q values (50 A-’ is easily at.t.ained) which is 

especially important for molecular liquids. This allows fourier transform 

of t.he data to obta’llt radial distribut.ion functions wi thout introducing 

model ClepttI~d~ilt assumptions abol.it the Large Q scattering. Fig. 6 shows the 

hydrogen--hydrogen partial structure factor for liquid water measured 
10 

in a 

hydrogen/ deuterium isotope substitution experiment at the WNR, as compared 

wi t.h t.wo molecular dynamics simulations based on differing intermolecular 

wat.er: pOt.eIit,ia I I< . Whi!t? agreement with the simulations is very good, the 

da ti+ :‘e\rf?it .1 a wii tf?r St r*uct.llI~c! w.i th sf.rongrtr short range order (closer to 

the strurtur? of it:?) than either, simulation. 

Inelastic Scattering 

The Be--Be0 T;i I ter Difference Spectrometer 
II . . 

(FDS) at the WNR faclllty 

is used fc,r v ii)r;lt..ional spc~: troscopy on non-dispersive excitations up to 

energies of several hundred meV. The FDS uses the low pass Bragg 

of F)e ;?I 5. 2 me\! ailC_l Iif? ilt. 3 .G me\7 to f.ix a fina! neutron C?kIel~gy 

with the jncident, energy determined by the total time-of--flight. 

!?jz. 7 shows measurements 
12 usi.ng the FDS of the vibrational 

cutoffs 

bandpass, 

spectra 

of hydrogen chemisorbed on Raney nickel (top) and coprecipitated nickel 

( bottom) , both materials that are closely related to commercial catalysts. 

The spectra give information tihout -the strengtlt of the bonding of hydrogen 

to the substrate (namely. the energy of t.he transition) as we1 1 as the 

geonte try ot’ tliti adsorption site. By 3 straightPorwai*d c;ilr,ulation -the 
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peaks at 120 and 110 n)eV can be associated with the Vjbrat:ions paral lel ni!t:i 

perpendicular (respectively) to a hydrogen atom iidSC~TbC?r\ oVC1‘ the Cellt.eT’ of 

a triangular, or (Ill)-like. site. The pair of peaks at 80 and 200 meV 

would then correspond to hydrogen over t.lie center of’ a fourfold, or (lOO)- 

like, site. The relative number of (100) sites in the coprecipitated 

nickel appears to be larger than in Raney nickel. The next. step toward 

understanding catalysis of these systems would be to coadsorh ox:lgen and 

hydrogen to see which sites are more reactive. 

The normal modes of H in metals cannot be studied by any other tech- 

nique but neutron scattering, and they are of high enough energy to often 

require the unique spectral characteristics of a pulsed neutron source. ln 

a bee hydride such as TaH and NbH x, the hydrogen vibrations can be 
x 

described in terms of a localized, slightly anharmonic potential in a 

tetragonal (42m) site. Fig. 8 shows the vibrational spectra of XaHO 46 

measured 
13 

with the FDS at very high energy transfers up to 400 meV. Thc?se 

measurements of the positions of the higher harmonics of the singlet (out- 

of-plane) and doublet (in-plane) fundamentals have been used to determine 

the independent terms in the third and fourth order anharmonic perturbation 

expansion of the hydrogen potential, to compare with theoretical calcula- 

tions and with other measurements such as the activation energy for 

hydrogen diffusion, 

The Const.ant-Q Spectrometer l4 (CQS) shown in Fig. 9 is a pulsed 

neutron source instrument for studies of d-dependent collective excitations 

such as phonons and magnons in single crystal samples. which are studied 

with triple axis spectrometers (TAS) at reactor neutron sources. The CQS 

uses Bragg reflection of scattered neutrons from an array of analyzer 

crystals to fix the perpendicular momentum transfer and to determine the 

final neutron energy. Then, t.he tot.al time--of -flight to the detectors 

fixes the remaining parameters (3, w). Compared with a TAS, the CQS will 

allow a broad region of 3,~ space to be measured simultaneously. wi 11 reach 

higher energy transfers, and will have complementary focusing conditions. 

This was a development instrument at the WNH, poised to exploit.the in- 

creased flux provided by the PSR. WNR research demonstrated the viability 

of the CQS method. Background levels are comparable to current reactor 

practice, both dispersive and non-dispersive phonon branches have been 

measured in aluminum in good agreement with the literature. and the 

exploitation of reciprocal space focusing has been demonstrated. 

The prospect of using high energy neutrons has also stimulated some 

theoretical work. In the high Q limit, the scattering is thought to 

approach the impulse approximation limit in which t.he scat.tering function 

Std.~) becomes related to the ground state momentum di:;tribution n(;). i,ClS 

Alamos work has shown 
10 

that the relat-ionshi p between these two f:li\c’i iorls 
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is mathematically equivalent to a Radon transform, in which the matrix 

relating the polynomial expansions of both functions .is diagonal. i;llrt.tlt?r4 

in the case of ions in solids, these polynomial expansions will be rapidly 

converging for realistic potentials, evert in -the case of strong 

anharm0nicit.y as in double well hydrogen bonds. Thus . a polynomial fit to 

S(d,w) in the impulse approximation limit will yield the ti:rms iI1 the 

polynomial expansion of n(;). Planning for experiments on hydrogen bonded 

systems to test these ideas are in progress at LANSCE. 

IV. THE FUTURE OF LANSCE: 

The approximately two orders of magnitude improvement in source 

characteristics to be provided by the Proton Storage Ring should open up 

many areas for neutron scat.tering research at. LANSCE which were impossible 

or margintil with WNR. The kinds of neutron scattering experiments which 

would benefit from more intensity are well documented, 
16 

including higher 

resolution, smaller cross section, differential scattering, and 

polarization analysis experiments. The new field of neutron scattering 

experiments on high energy excitations I6 in condensed matter made possih I cb 

by pulsed neutron sources requires the improvement in peak flux as we1 J as 

the better time-of-flight resolution provided by the decreased proton pulse 

width of the PSR. Because of the much lower repetition rate wh.icl~ el int- 

inates “frame overlap” and the installation of a 20 K li.quid H,, moderator. 
L 

cold neutron science (such as small angle neutron scattering studies of 

structural biology, polymers, and metallurgy) will become possib! t? for the 

first time at Los Alamos. 

To take optimal advantage of LANSCE intensities to perform hj.gh rt:so-- 

lution experiments and to provide t.he conveniences and services required to 

operate LANSCE as a national user facility to attract. the condensed mat.t.er 

science community to pulsed neutron scattering, an expansion beyond t.he 

existing WNR experimental hall is essential. 
17 

The present hall has a 

maximum flight path length of 1:: AI, so t,ha t. h1 gher resol ut..i on experiments 

requiring longer flight paths must be carried out in sheds built in a time- 

of-f light yard, and there izre 110 ancj llary support facilities for users. 

An $18M proposal 
18,19 t.o the Department 0.t’ Energy would prov.ide for ;f new 

experimental hall with up to 50 m flight paths. as well as sample 

preparation laboratories, computers, off i ce space Hnti ntit!:i 1. i ona I 

instrumentation. Provided initial funding in FY8fij this e.yp;insioi! sitoll id 

by completed by the end of 1988. 

Current instrument constrilct ion projects at LAP;SCE include two 

i.nst.rument.s scheduler1 for in.i t,ial opPl*at iou in J98G: il LI.)W II 

Diffractometer for small angle neutron scattering experiments Hild a Chopyrr 

Spectrometer for studies of h.igh ellt!ryy esci t.at. i 01~s. Thl~W atIt3 i t i ma.1 
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Regin archi tectul.ai drsign for new ha!.ls, PSI? reaches 100 UA at 12 

Hz (1 s X9” nTm2 set), l.QLl ad CS begin operation 

Inst.ai! depleted uranium t.arget (1.7 x 10 
16 

n/cm2-set). construction 

01’ experiment:\ 1 hal I s 

OCCUpjr lIF?W iI:1 1 1 S . ini t.iatf? forma i Sat.i i)na 1 I;sttr Program, HKPD and 

QENS begin opprnti on, t)r,i:iz PSR operation up to 200 UA at 24 Hz 

Occupy remainder, ol construction project, PAX begins operation, 

inslnll fission hnosted target !peak thermal flus of 5 S 10 
16 2 

n ;cm - 

1931)J--2Oi)O - fiOllt inc? (ipPPi?l ; 011 Of LASSCE wi i.h COil :- iill1 i ng instrument 

development. begin to develop proposal for an advanced pulsed 

IIPII~~~OZ SOII~CP based on LAKSCE experience (peak thermal flux 10 
17 

- 

ion of the 1.0s Alamos Xei:itron 

ing opportunity to advance the 
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0.82 A 

1.89 

Fig. 2 Core atoms of W(C0) (P-Pri) (q2-H ). This first example of an 
organometallic camp ex whrc i3 3E reve%sibly binds molecular hydrogen 
was initially observed at the WNR facility. The circled P’s 
represent phosphine ligands. 
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Fig. 3 The structure of Re0 3 at Zero pressure (top - ei~flt linit_ c~p[ls) 
0 - ., _ 

and at 15 k&w (bottom - single unit. cell) as measured oCI tht, 
Single Crystal Diffractometer at the WXF: 
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Fig. 4 The structure of RaPuOQ 
as measured by tiine of f 1 iz!>t. p~Wii(‘:’ 

diffraction at the WSR. 
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FiE. 6 Hydrogen-hydrogen partial structure factor for liquid water (dots) 
as measured in an tlydrctg~~~l/rictutel‘ium isotope substitution experi- 
ment at the WNR. compared with two theoretical simulations LCY 
(Lee. Clementi, and Yoshimin.i) and ST2 (Stillinger and Raman) 
based on mode1 intermolecrl3ar water potentials. Wat.er has 
lit rOngc?r short ~‘ange order (more ice--like) than either simulat.ion. 
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Fig. 7 Inelastic neutron scattering spe ctra of hydl’u~;eu chenii sorh~:rl on 
Raney nickel and coprecipj tated nickel, HS XF1ifSlll‘~!(l 011 t I\e Bc--&<I 

Filter Difference Spect.ronwter at the WXR facility. 
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Fig. 8 High energy transfer part of the vibrational spectrum of TaH 
as measured on the Be-Be0 Filter Difference Spectronwler at &iP 
WNH facil ity . 
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